
A resource guide for bringing innovation and creativity  
into the classroom to help students develop their big ideas.

Calling young Canadian Innovators 
WE innovate



WE INNOVATE CELEBRATION - SUPPORTING RESOURCES

DELIVERY CONSIDERATIONS:

You know your students best: their learning styles and preferences, skill levels and knowledge. You are 
also best positioned to anticipate their needs to make these seminars successful. These seminars can  
be adapted for implementation before, during and/or after instructional time.

To differentiate for younger students, select examples that are relatable and compare to the management  
of successful projects that have been completed this school year. 

RATIONALE

These supplementary educational resources focus students’ attention on understanding innovation as a process 
and what it takes to bring new and exciting ideas to life. Skills developed in this resource are: information literacy, 
reflection, critical thinking, leadership, organization and action planning. Opportunities to showcase these skills are 
incorporated throughout the activities and culminate in a final proposed project idea.

Seminar Overview:

These seminars are designed to support and encourage 
big ideas. Students will formulate and execute ideas using 
project management principles and techniques, as well 
as the process of innovation through the exploration of 
some of the most impactful Canadian innovations of our 
time. Students will learn about the importance of team 
collaboration while working towards a shared goal. The two 
seminars include videos, links to additional resources and 
Blackline Masters to support student learning.

Siemens and WE’s Partnership:

Siemens Canada & WE are coming together to 
celebrate young innovators who are changing the 
way we approach challenges. In celebration of 
Canada 150, WE innovate is a challenge to young 
Canadians to think innovatively and address an 
issue that will leave a lasting legacy on Canada.

ORGANIZATION

INFORMATION LITERACYRESEARCH AND WRITINGCRITICAL THINKING

REFLECTIONLEADERSHIP SKILLS

ARGUMENT FORMATION

ACTION PLANNING

This innovation project will build upon the skills students have been working on all year. Look for these icons at the top of each seminar. 
Learn more about the WE Learning Framework at www.WE.org/we-schools/program/learning-framework/.

Core Skill Sets

https://www.we.org/we-schools/program/learning-framework/


WE innovate
CELEBRATING YOUNG CANADIAN INNOVATORS 

THEME: Innovation

RESOURCE OVERVIEW:  

Seminar 1: Introduction to Innovation

This seminar focuses on innovation and its place in Canada and the world. Students will take part in small and large  
group discussions about innovation and the impacts it has on their lives. Students will select a Canada 150 theme  
(Environment, Youth, Reconciliation or Diversity and Inclusion) that interests them and will explore it using the basic  
steps of innovative thinking: identify the problem, brainstorm, design and build.

Seminar 2: Bringing Innovative Ideas to Life

This seminar helps students understand the basic principles of project management and S.M.A.R.T. goal setting and how  
to apply these practices.

 

• Computer with Internet access

• Projector 

• WE innovate step–by–step guide  
WE.ca/weinnovate-stepbystepguide

• Drones www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-
of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-
smart-data-smart-drones.html

• Electric plane www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/
pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-
electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html

• Siemens Spider 
www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/
digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-
research-usa.html

• Video: “Top 100 Innovation 2016”  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgD_eTCnOrw (23:48)

• Video: “Innovation” www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uh1KxcpWz0 
(1:20)

• Video: “The Basics of Project Management In 4 Minutes”  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOmS_UrnBD0 (4:34)

• Blackline Master 1 – Canada’s Most Innovative Ideas

• Blackline Master 2 – Developing S.M.A.R.T. Goals

MATERIALS AND RESOURCESWORD BANK

Innovation—a new method, idea or product

Project Management—is the discipline of initiating, planning, executing, 
controlling and disclosing the work of a team to achieve specific goals 
and meet specific success criteria

Validate—demonstrate or support the truth or value of something

Impact—a marked effect or influence; to have a strong effect on 
someone or something

https://cdn.we.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2017/04/Siemens_Step-By-Step-Guide.pdf
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgD_eTCnOrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uh1KxcpWz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOmS_UrnBD0


SEMINAR 1: 
INTRODUCTION TO INNOVATION

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL: Grade 4-12

Suggested time: 45 minutes

Essential Questions: 

 • What is innovation? 

 • What role does innovation play in shaping the future 
  of Canada? 

LEARNING GOALS 
Students will: 

 • Identify and discuss what is meant by innovation,  
  what it means to be innovative and the impact that  
  innovation has on individuals and society

 • Learn about examples of Canadian innovation

Steps:
1. Ask students to think of the products and services they 

use that make their lives easier and more enjoyable (i.e. 
cell phones, laptops, GPS). Next, explain that the majority 
of these products and services were considered innovative 
when they first launched. 

2. Ask students to use the think, pair, share strategy and 
discuss their ideas about “innovation.” Create a definition  
for the word. Discuss responses and write their ideas on  
the front board or chart paper to be posted. 

3. Watch the first five minutes (or longer if time permits) of the 
video: “Top 100 Innovation 2016” (an extensive list of 100 
new innovations from the past year from all over the world) 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgD_eTCnOrw (23:48). 

4. Ask students to describe which innovations they consider  
 to be the most impressive, and which have the potential  
 to create the biggest impact on society. 

5. Using Blackline Master 1: Canada’s Most Innovative Ideas,  
 instruct students to match the innovation and it’s year of 
  creation with the innovator’s name. Debrief the activity with 
  students, highlighting the number of life-changing innovations 
 that are Canadian while discussing their impacts. 

6. Inform students that generating an innovative idea is one 
  part of the process. To reinforce this idea have students 
  watch the video: “Innovation”  
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uh1KxcpWz0 (1:20). 

7. Using the think, pair, share strategy again, ask students to 
  discuss the qualities that make someone innovative. Ask  
 students if they can think of innovative people aside from 
  those mentioned, and ask them if someone must come up  
 with a product or service to be considered innovative. You  
 may also ask what role collaboration plays in the innovation  
 of new products and services.  

EXTENSION: : Have students choose an innovation 
presented in the seminar, or another innovation 
that they would like to explore, and prepare a short 
presentation about it. The presentation should be 
approximately five minutes and should address the 
following questions:  

• What is the name of this innovation?
• Who is responsible for creating this innovation? 
• When was this innovation created? 
• What was the motivation behind its creation?
• How has this innovation changed people’s lives? 
• Are there any potentially negative effects  
 of this innovation?  

If time permits, encourage students to use the Internet 
for their research and to include images and video.

EDUCATOR’S NOTE: Encourage students to consider innovation in 
multiple areas (e.g., science, art, music, literature) and make 
connections to innovations previously discussed in Social 
Studies or Science classes. 

EDUCATOR’S NOTE: For additional innovation examples  
related specifically to S.T.E.M., check out these projects  
from Siemens.

• Drones— www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/ 
 pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/ 
 from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html

• Electric plane— www.siemens.com/innovation/ 
 en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/ 
 electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html

• Siemens Spider— www.siemens.com/innovation/en/ 
 home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and- 
 software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research- 
 usa.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgD_eTCnOrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Uh1KxcpWz0
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/from-big-data-to-smart-data-smart-drones.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/mobility-and-motors/electromobility-electric-aircraft-maiden-flight.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html
https://www.siemens.com/innovation/en/home/pictures-of-the-future/digitalization-and-software/autonomous-systems-siemens-research-usa.html


SEMINAR 2: 
BRINGING INNOVATIVE IDEAS TO LIFE 

RECOMMENDED GRADE LEVEL: Grade 4-12

Suggested time: 45 minutes

Essential Questions: 

 • How can we bring innovative ideas to life?

 • What role does project management play in our  
  project plans? 

LEARNING GOALS 
Students will: 

 • Understand the process of action planning and the role 
   that organization plays in project completion

 • Identify and discuss the different skills involved in 
   managing projects and how to incorporate them into  
  their learning

Steps:
1. Review the website page for WE innovate and the 

corresponding resources located on the site 
www.WE.ca/we-innovate/. 

2. Inform students that projects are more successful 
when organized. Project management involves planning, 
monitoring and coordinating all aspects of a project, and the 
motivation of all those involved, to achieve desired results. 

3. Ask students what they think is the first and most critical 
step in project management. Follow up their answers by 
highlighting the fact that understanding the project is the 
first and most important step in bringing an idea to life.  

4. Remind students that they will have to complete two 
  important steps before starting to work on their project 
  plan submission: 

 1. Selecting a Canada 150 theme (Environment, Youth, 
   Reconciliation or Diversity and Inclusion) 

 2. Selecting the form they want their project to take  
  (written, visual, design or performance)

 

5. Once students have decided on the theme and form of their 
  innovation, explore the practice of establishing S.M.A.R.T. 
  goals. Refer to the WE Schools Kit www.WE.org/we-schools/ 
 program/kit/.  

6. Introduce students to Blackline Master 2: Developing 
  S.M.A.R.T. goals. Allow students to begin their planning process.

7. Ensure students are familiar with the process of online  
 submission and reiterate the importance of reviewing  
 the necessary terms, conditions and required forms prior  
 to clicking submit.

EDUCATOR’S NOTE: For deeper understanding, have students 
view the following video that covers the basic principles of 
project management: 

“The Basics of Project Management... in 4 Minutes”
www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOmS_UrnBD0 (4:34). 

• What is your project all about? (Setting S.M.A.R.T. goals)

• Does your project make sense? Determine the potential 
  value of the outcome of your project

• Who will determine your success?

• How will you deliver your project? (Identify the tasks 
  and activities involved)

• Engage your project team

• Prepare for change in direction and opinions

• Stay in control during the submission process

• Complete your project in an orderly way. The delivery 
  stage will end with the handover of materials. (In this 
  case it will be the online submission)

 Note: the video is most suitable for students Grade 6  
 and above. Consider adapting for younger students. 

EDUCATOR’S NOTE: Allow students time to brainstorm their 
project ideas with peer input. Students may wish to use the 
Internet to explore the validity of their idea. However, it is 
advisable that students first come up with a set of ideas 
from their personal experience and preferences. 

Options For Submission

• Written— Student can write a play, speech, editorial  
 or story.

• STEM Design— Students can build a prototype, 
  including a plan drawn to scale.

• Visual— Groups can create a mural, portrait, 2D or  
 3D piece of art freehand or with the use of software.

• Performance— Students can choreograph an  
 original dance, compose an original song with  
 lyrics and/or a score that captures the intent of  
 their project. 

Canada 150 Themes

  • Environment • Youth

• Diversity and Inclusion • Reconciliation

https://www.we.ca/we-innovate/
https://www.we.org/we-schools/program/kit/
https://www.we.org/we-schools/program/kit/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOmS_UrnBD0


Blackline Master 1:
Canada’s Most Innovative Ideas

InnovationsInclusive: Everyone can experience them  
safely, easily and with dignity.

Our lives have been impacted by innovations created in the past. Even though our lives are easier and 
more enjoyable as a result of these innovations, most people cannot name more than two innovations 
and their innovators.
Using additional support as needed, match the innovations below with their Canadian innovators.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

O.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Canadian Innovators

1200 AD–Goggles Innovated by the Inuit using bone, antler and 
ivory that was used to prevent snow blindness  

1860–Lacrosse

Codified by William George Beers after 
adopting the game from Indigenous people’s 
baggataway.  

1877–The telephone Innovated by Scottish born inventor Alexander 
Graham Bell in Brantford Ontario

1891–Basketball

Innovated by James Naismith

1894–The Caulking Gun

Innovated by Theodore Witte

1906–AM Radio

Innovated by Reginald Fessenden

1922–Insulin as a Diabetes Treatment Frederick Banting, Charles Best and  
James Collip

1925–The Snow blower

Innovated by Arthur Sicard

1932–Superman

Created by Canadian-Born artist Joe Shuster 
and American Writer Jerry Siegel

1937–The Snowmobile Innovated by Joseph-Armand Bombardier

1942–Walkie-Talkies 

Innovated by Donald L. Hings and Alfred J. 
Gross 

1955–Instant Replay

Innovated for CBC’s Hockey Night

1959–Goalie Mask

Innovated by Jacques Plante

1971–The Prosthetic Hand

1981–Canadarm

Innovated by Helmut Lucas

Project led by SPAR Aerospace Ltd.



Blackline Master 2:
Developing S.M.A.R.T. Goals

Innovation Action Plan

What is your project all about? What are your S.M.A.R.T. goals?

How will your project help to address a challenge connected to one of the Canada 150 themes 
(Youth, Reconciliation, Diversity and Inclusion or Environment)?

How will you determine the success of your project?

How will you deliver your project?

 
 Written (play, speech,  

editorial or fictional story)

Visual (mural, portrait,  
2D or 3D piece of art)

STEM Design (prototype 
drawn to scale)

Performance (dance, original 
song or musical score)

Steps/Tasks:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.



Who will you work with? Whose support do you need?

How will you prepare for changes or setbacks?

How will you close your project? What are your deadlines?


